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Background: Public interest in electronic nicotine delivery systems (ENDS) is undocumented.

Purpose: By monitoring search queries, ENDS popularity and correlates of their popularity were assessed in Australia, Canada, the United Kingdom (UK), and the U.S.

Methods: English-language Google searches conducted from January 2008 through September 2010 were compared to snus, nicotine replacement therapy (NRT), and Chantix® or Champix®. Searches for each week were scaled to the highest weekly search proportion (100), with lower values indicating the relative search proportion compared to the highest-proportion week (e.g., 50 = 50% of the highest observed proportion). Analyses were performed in 2010.

Results: From July 2008 through February 2010, ENDS searches increased in all nations studied except Australia, where an increase occurred more recently. By September 2010, ENDS searches were several-hundred-fold greater than searches for smoking alternatives in the UK and U.S., and were rivaling alternatives in Australia and Canada. Across nations, ENDS searches were highest in the U.S., followed by similar search intensity in Canada and the UK, with Australia having the fewest ENDS searches. Stronger tobacco control, created by clean indoor air laws, cigarette taxes, and anti-smoking populations, were associated with consistently higher levels of ENDS searches.

Conclusions: The online popularity of ENDS has surpassed that of snus and NRTs, which have been on the market for far longer, and is quickly outpacing Chantix or Champix. In part, the association between ENDS’s popularity and stronger tobacco control suggests ENDS are used to bypass, or quit in response to, smoking restrictions. Search query surveillance is a valuable, real-time, free, and public method to evaluate the diffusion of new health products. This method may be generalized to other behavioral, biological, informational, or psychological outcomes manifested on search engines. (Am J Prev Med 2011;40(4):448 – 453) © 2011 American Journal of Preventive Medicine
also marketed for cessation. In an August 2009 Zogby poll (N=4611), almost half of U.S. adults believed ENDS should be an available cessation option. A study group of smokers preferred ENDS to an inhaler for cessation. Among smoking alternatives, ENDS have likely received the greatest advocacy, policy, and media attention. However, the popularity of ENDS remains unstudied. Because ENDS are promoted online, search queries are a useful signal of their popularity. It was hypothesized ENDS searches would be greater in the context of stronger tobacco control, because ENDS may be used for cessation in the face of, or circumvention of, tobacco control.

### Methods

Data were obtained from Google Insights for Search (www.google.com/insights/search/), a real-time, free, and public monitoring of Google search queries. Search queries indicative of ENDS were analyzed in comparison to four other smoking alternatives: snus; a pasteurized tobacco mint taken orally and marketed for use in smokefree places; NRTs; and varenicline, an alpha-4 beta-2 nicotinic acetylcholine receptor partial agonist, trade-named Chantix® or Champix®. The assessment covered the time period from ENDS’s debut to September 2010, and included four English-speaking countries: Australia, Canada, the United Kingdom (UK), and the U.S. Insights produces relative search volume (RSV) indicators scaled to the highest search proportion week (RSV = 100). RSV values less than 100 demonstrate how other weekly search proportions compared to the highest search proportion (e.g., 50 RSV = 50% of the highest observed search proportion).

Initially, a root term was identified for each smoking alternative product (e.g., “electronic cigarettes”), and related terms were added, according to their internal consistency, to form a composite for each product. Details are shown in Appendix A (available online at www.ajpm-online.net). Because varenicline was trade-named Chantix in the U.S. and Champix elsewhere, different search terms were used. Unclear terms (e.g., “the patch” can refer to software patches) were omitted. The terms analyzed were face valid, and alternative root terms resulted in similar composites.

Second, term composites were used to derive a single RSV by product. An appraisal was made of ENDS and their alternatives’ RSV for Australia, Canada, the UK, and U.S., with comparison among other smoking alternatives within nations (each nation on its own RSV scale) and across nations (all nations on the same RSV scale) each week from January 2008 through September 2010. Search histories for snus in Australia were unavailable. For visual comparison, locally weighted scatterplot smoothing (lowess) was used to layer a mean RSV trend over the raw data in the figures. For statistical comparison, the time trends were segmented and compared using an equality-of-means test. To test the hypothesis that ENDS searches were greater in a context of stronger tobacco control, ENDS RSV means were compared among the 15 largest U.S. states, where two thirds of U.S. residents reside. “A” or “B” clean indoor air grade states from the 2008 American Lung Association were compared with other states. States with at least the M + 1 SD cigarette tax in 2009 were compared with other states. The five states with the strongest anti-smoking populations were compared to other states. All tests were two-tailed, p<0.05.

### Results

Electronic nicotine delivery systems searches surged during surveillance, having the highest (100) RSV in the UK and U.S. compared to snus, NRTs, and Chantix or Champix (Figure 1). ENDS searches in Canada, the UK, and U.S. first eclipsed snus searches in 2008, and remained consistently higher. In Canada and the UK, for example, snus searches were stable around 5% and 10%, respectively, of the highest proportion of ENDS searches (RSV=5, 10). Early in 2009, snus searches steadily increased in the U.S. but dissipated quickly, stabilizing at a level far lower than that for ENDS. During the last week of monitoring, September 19–25, 2010, ENDS searches were greater than snus searches by 550% in the U.S. (82 vs 15 RSV); 520% in Canada (26 vs 5 RSV); and 870% in the UK (62 vs 7 RSV), using a risk ratio (e.g., [RSV ENDSS/RSV snuss]).

In all nations, ENDS searches were higher than NRT searches since late 2008. For example, during the fall of 2008 (October 5–11), ENDS searches first eclipsed NRT searches (15 vs 12 RSV) in the U.S. and recently exceeded NRT searches by many-hundred-fold. In contrast to ENDS search trends, NRT search trends were stable or declined in all nations (e.g., in Canada, RSV was highest during the first week of surveillance).

Chantix or Champix searches peaked early during surveillance and steadily decreased thereafter, except in Australia. During late 2008 and early 2009, ENDS searches in the UK and U.S., respectively, surpassed that for Chantix or Champix. During the last week of monitoring, ENDS’s RSV was 300% (82 vs 27 RSV) and 160% (61 vs 39 RSV), higher than Chantix or Champix in the U.S. and UK, respectively. In Australia and Canada, ENDS searches have recently rivaled or surpassed Chantix or Champix searches.

### Estimating Electronic Nicotine Delivery Systems Popularity Across Nations

Although ENDS emerged in all the markets in early 2008, searches increased more rapidly in the U.S. and UK than in Australia or Canada (Figure 2). For example, ENDS RSV typically increased 0.50 and 0.85 per week in the U.S. and UK during the second half of 2008, whereas trends were stable elsewhere. Australian and Canadian searches never surpassed 40% of the highest ENDS RSV in the U.S., except around New Year’s, a time of cessation resolutions. ENDS RSV for the last 8 weeks of surveillance (August and September 2010) was twice as great in the U.S. (64, 95% CI = 61, 68) compared to the UK (31, 95% CI = 29, 33), Canada (32, 95% CI = 27, 37) or Australia (21, 95% CI = 16, 26). Cyclic New Year’s pulses also emerged
across nations. For example, after New Year’s 2010, the RSV of ENDS searches spiked, reaching peak or near-peak levels.

The Role of Tobacco Control Mechanisms Across U.S. States

Search trends by U.S. states’ level of tobacco control suggest states with stronger tobacco control had more ENDS searches than states with weaker tobacco control, as hypothesized (Figure 3). For example, states with A or B American Lung Association clean indoor air grades had on average a 5% (95% CI = 4, 5, \( p < 0.001 \)) higher ENDS RSV than other states during 2009. The patterns were similar across a range of controls, including cigarette taxation or anti-smoking sentiments among residents.

Information-Seeking Versus Shopping

It is unclear whether search queries indicate curiosity or shopping. Therefore, the prior models were replicated by restricting the analysis to shopping searches, defined as those in which users solicit purchase information directly from suppliers with prices and shipping costs clearly displayed (Appendix B, available online at www.ajpm-online.net). About 50%–75% of all ENDS searches in the U.S. and UK were shopping searches, compared to 10%–25% in Australia and 25%–50% in Canada. Shopping search trends grossly followed those for all ENDS searches (except those for Chantix or Champix, which are not legally available online), suggesting ENDS search trends for information-seeking also apply to shopping.

**Figure 1. National search trends for ENDS relative to their alternatives**

The bold lines indicate the weekly running trend fitted using lowess (bandwidth = 0.30); the background trends are the raw relative search volume values. *Corresponds with a 60 Minutes news story on snus; **estimates have been omitted for this period.
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Discussion

Electronic nicotine delivery systems have emerged as an online leader in popularity among smoking alternatives in Canada, the UK, and U.S. and a strong rival in Australia. Across nations, ENDS online popularity was greatest in the U.S. Online interest peaked with cyclic trends around New Years, which is when cessation pledges are popular. Transgeographic analysis suggested ENDS searches were greater under stronger tobacco control, suggesting ENDS helps smokers circumvent or quit in response to smoking restrictions. Moreover, search trends for shopping and information-seeking ENDS searches were similar, implying that searches may lead to purchases.

Strengths and Limitations

The strengths of this report center on the application of search query surveillance to assess END’s popularity, where data were unavailable through traditional means. The Internet is a critical health information resource; thus, monitoring search queries has implications for understanding health. Search query surveillance, however, has limitations, both general and specific to this work, that need to be addressed.

The validity of search query surveillance for health behaviors is uncertain. Search queries, however, can predict outbreaks of influenza-like, gastrointestinal, and Lyme diseases independent of media coverage. Econometricians have pioneered search query surveillance of behaviors, showing that search queries can predict film revenue, video game sales, music chart performance, and unemployment rates. It has been suggested that search queries reveal relevant details about present behavior and provide a useful guide for forecasting future behavior, especially when no other data are available. These findings suggest that ENDS searches may be framed as indicators of popularity, especially when these products have limited availability at offline retailers. Moreover, search motivation may be inferred through careful attention to search category (e.g., shopping) and terms (e.g., “e-cig side effects”), although the latter awaits further investigation.

Composite search terms may vary geographically, biasing the current estimates; however, the terms herein appeared to be grossly transnational and state appropriate. Continued evaluation of searches should be sensitive to how ENDS search terms change, especially given that ENDS remain novel. States with strong clean indoor air laws typically had higher cigarette taxes and larger anti-smoking populations, so the association between any one mechanism and ENDS searches could be a result of another mechanism.

Google does not provide search volume data. It is unclear how many searches for ENDS are occurring because of relative measures (e.g., ORs) are common in health research and useful to indicate change. As traditional data become available, these can be linked to RSV, so the current estimates shed light on absolute ENDS interest. However, one ENDS webpage, www.smokingeverywhere.com, averaged 250,000 unique monthly visitors in 2009, about nine times more than www.quitsmoke.gov.

Implications

About 4.5% of all search queries are health-related; still, this was an early study to use search query surveillance for health behaviors. Prior studies largely focused on infectious diseases. However, Internet saturation is greatest in affluent countries where health behaviors such as smoking, not infectious disease, are the leading causes of premature death. The current surveillance application, and others, is in accordance with a computational social science that draws on a 21st-century society’s digital footprints.

Several governing bodies have restricted ENDS sales. Canada actively banned ENDS sales, whereas Australia’s preexisting policies preclude ENDS sales for recreational purposes, although purchases and possession may...
be allowed. The role of ENDS in the U.S. pharmaceutical and recreational market remains unclear, pending additional Food and Drug Administration responses, but some states have independently restricted ENDS sales. For example, Oregon stopped selling ENDS at state outlets. However, these policies appeared ineffectual at curtailing online interest. If necessary, policies tailored to online markets may be needed, similar to regulatory strategies designed to combat Internet cigarette vendors.

Ideally, surveying ENDS searchers will help those in the field learn more about motivation for using ENDS. This strategy was recently used, but the sample was drawn from a smoking-cessation website. As a result, findings that ENDS users were typically seeking cessation were confounded by the sampling strategy. Ensuring that participant selection is independent of the outcomes being investigated is critical for online surveys, where users cluster around interests. Search engine sampling may reduce such biases.

**Conclusion**

It is an open question whether ENDS popularity indicates a hope for harm reduction or a threat to public health. In either case, rapid expansion of both novel and traditional methods for assessing ENDS popularity and use is required. Search query surveillance is a valuable real-time, free and public method to evaluate the diffusion of new health products, like ENDS. In principle, search query surveillance is generalizable to

---

Figure 3. Search trends for ENDS among the 15 largest U.S. states by tobacco control mechanisms during 2009

(a) Highlights states with an A or B clean indoor air law grade from the American Lung Association; (b) highlights states with the M + 1 SD or higher cigarette tax; (c) highlights the five states with the strongest anti-smoking attitudes. The bold lines indicate the weekly running mean for strong, versus weak, tobacco control for each mechanism (a–c), fitted using a lowest mean (bandwidth = 0.99). The background lines are raw trends.
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